Falmouth Art Center is dedicated to the visual arts, providing educational and exhibition opportunities year-round. We welcome students of all ages and abilities and all who enjoy and appreciate art. Since our humble founding 55 years ago based in the town’s Poor House, we have grown significantly as a community art center serving the region and our more than 800 members.

In 2020, we offered eight terms of six-week art classes. We also offered four terms of 10-week pottery classes in our state-of-the-art Clay Studio. More than 1,000 students took classes and workshops in drawing, painting in oils, watercolor and pastels, mixed media collage, ceramics, sculpture, weaving, photography and more, in person and online on the Zoom meeting platform. For children, we offered classes, vacation camps and early release day activities.

There was Open Studio time for clay and weaving students. There were meetup groups for fiber artists, plein air artists (Monday Morning Painters) and figure painters (Friday Figure Group). The Upper Cape Camera Club meets and exhibits at the Falmouth Art Center.

Pandemic restrictions moved our activities online beginning in March 2020. For the rest of the year, there were virtual receptions and art history lectures on Zoom, as well as Zoom classes all year. Some in person classes restarted in late June 2020.

More than 400 artists, including 79 teenagers exhibited in 36 shows held in the Art Center’s three galleries. There were juried shows and open shows plus invitational group shows of professional, semi-professional and student work. The Art Center also held several online only shows during the pandemic lockdown, as well as online and in person shows all year.

Highlighting the talented young people in our community, a show of Falmouth High School Art Honor Society students was posted on our website in Spring 2020. In the fall of 2020, the Art Center partnered with Falmouth Public Schools and the League of Women Voters of Falmouth for a show by teens and adults featuring posters and artwork encouraging people to vote.

The Falmouth Art Center stayed active during this unusual year, moving programming online and engaging artists and students with quality programming online and in person year-round.
The year 2020 was certainly one for the history books in so many ways. With a pandemic raging for most of the year and a nationwide call for racial justice, there was nothing ordinary about this year at the Falmouth Art Center.

We surprised ourselves by taking on the challenges of the pandemic, finding new ways to present classes, exhibits and lectures online. The pandemic taught us how to be nimble and creative in continuing to fulfill our mission, no matter what obstacles were in our way.

After a three-and-a-half month closure in Spring 2020 as required by Governor’s orders, we opened up in late June and stayed open daily throughout the year. We set the Art Center up with plexiglass, hand-sanitizer and HEPA filters and welcomed people back. We set up a large tent outside for our kids summer camp and heard from many parents about how grateful they were for in person programming.

The racial justice movement inspired the formation in spring 2020 of our new Diversity and Inclusion Committee, which has already organized a number of events that have attracted a more diverse audience to the Center.

We are grateful for our intrepid staff—Cathy, Ashley, Bethany and Seth—who stayed flexible and extremely helpful during the many twists and turns of this year. Our phenomenal teachers bravely addressed the challenge of teaching online classes and also in person classes with new strict health protocols.

We also extend a special thank you to our community for their support, including many local artists who participated in our exhibits and programs. We turned our in person receptions into Virtual Receptions with tours of artist studios. We turned our Art Talks into virtual talks with a focus on art history. Our new book group was also virtual and we were pleased to have hundreds of participants at these new programs.

Throughout the year, more than 100 volunteers helped us in many ways from assisting with events, mailings, office work, greeting, receiving and so much more. They kept us humming along and we could not exist without them.

A big thank you to all our supporters this year. We needed you more than ever and you were there for us! We hope to see you soon at Falmouth Art Center.

Our best,
Charlotte Harris, President, Board of Directors
Laura M. Reckford, Executive Director

P.S. Exciting News: The pandemic inspired us to build outdoor classroom space and a new gas kiln. A major grant from the Hermann Foundation plus generous support from local donors will allow us to complete this project in 2021!
INCOME
Mission Activities (net)
Classes, workshops: $108,754
Holiday Market: $15,758
Exhibits: $6,372
Gallery Sales: $10,529
Other programs: $4,969
Fundraising Events (net)
You ART What You Eat: $6,711
ARTrageous Gala: $20,104
Other activities: $5,211
Contributions
Membership: $41,176
Annual Fund: $63,430
Grants: $20,850
Other Support: $2,464
PPP Grant: $40,398
TOTAL INCOME $346,726

EXPENSES
Personnel: $189,386
Utilities: $6,315
Building: $35,785
Marketing: $6,770
Professional fees: $22,642
Insurance: $9,638
Administrative expenses: $33,361
TOTAL EXPENSES: $302,897
Surplus (goes into reserves): $43,829

SAVINGS
Temporarily Restricted Funds
Scholarships, grants, etc.: $116,118
Building fund: $7,882
Board Reserve: $99,000
Endowments
Fund for the Future: $16,242
Miller & Wilkinson: $4,054
Lazotte: $3,572

Our #1 financial policy: Make no commitments to spend money until we have the money in hand. No debts!

Our #1 financial goal: Have income from mission activities grow to be an ever larger share of our total income.

ARTRAGEOUS GALA 2020
Many thanks to our 2020 sponsors!
GOLD: Carolyn Hummer
BRONZE:
CH Newton
Holly Hudson Designs • Hutker Architects
Horiuchi & Solien Landscape Architects
Martha’s Vineyard Bank • Mid Cape
The Valle Group • Angel & Michael Distasi
Falmouth Art Center Board of Directors
COPPER:
Cape Cod 5
Lisa Asendorf/Engel & Volkers
Upper Cape Camera Club
Peter & Susan Morrison
Gary & Linda Walker

YOU ART WHAT YOU EAT
Thank You to our 2020 Sponsor!
Sponsor: Karen & John Burton, Sotheby’s International Realty
2020 COLLABORATING ORGANIZATIONS
ArtsFalmouth • Upper Cape Camera Club
Recovering Champions • Heroes in Transition
Cape Museum of Art • League of Women Voters
Falmouth Chamber of Commerce • Falmouth Public Schools

The Falmouth Art Center is proud of our association with you!

2020 FACULTY
Dan Hanagan • Kim Sheerin • Seth Rainville
Andrew Kusmin • Mellissa Morris • Alicia Buccino
Bill Noble • Betsy Payne Cook • Susan Jensen
Claudia Smith-Jacobs • Diana Lee • Patrice Mogan
Bob Ryder • Hollis Engley • Terry Dunn • Rebecca Butler
Christine Anderson • Beth Dill • Liz Henry

2020 ANNUAL FUND
GIFTS $1000+
Jonathan Adler & Gabrielle Allen
Greg & Caroline Anderson
Anonymous
Anonymous
Bilezikian Foundation
Karen & John Burton
John & Jean Conners
Joan Cribben
Michael & Angela Distasi
Falmouth Fund of the Cape Cod Foundation
Pamela Bliss French
Salley Mavor & Rob Goldsborough
Philip & Liz Gross
Charlotte & Mary Harris
Hermann Foundation
Jane Holtz
Holly Hudson
Carolyn M. Hummer
Carla & Mark Hulker
Hutker Architects
CH Newton
Doreen Kelly
Carol & Walter Knox
Lovell Charitable Foundation
Martha’s Vineyard Savings Bank
Carol & Don McNees
Susan and Peter Morrison
Carolyn Partan
Mid Cape Home
Forest Piovano
Susan & Robert Sigel
Horuchi & Solien
Dorene Sykes
Gary and Linda Walker
Woods Hole Foundation
Linda Young
The Vallee Group
Joan & Joe Vallee

GIFTS $500 - $999
Dorothy Battles
Eryn Bingle
Cape Cod 5
Catherine Cetta
Judy & Henry Ellis
Doris W. Epstein
Falmouth Cultural Council
Joyce Farnside
Mimi Gregory
Melissa Hofer
Lauren Kinghorn
Lauren Lambert
Sheila Largent
Victoria Lowell
Dianne M. Lynch
Michael & Mary Markow
Kathleen C. Taylor & Bruno Notari
Upper Cape Camera Club
Nancy Warren

GIFTS $250 - $499
Elien & Matt Adams
Anonymous
Terry Breidenbach
Harry & Marie Cromwell
Vicky Cullen
Delia Flynn
Barbara Gaffron
Thomas & Barbara Geagan
Mary Heard
Sigrid Hecker
Betty Jameson
Virginia Johnson
Patricia & Brian Keck
H. Giles & Deborah Knight
San Lyman
Richard McElveen
James & Mary Musto
Lynn & Carolyn Noble
Timothy & Ann O’Brien
Benjamin Partan
Susan & Bill Patterson
Ron Painter
Ojala Scott & Andre Price
Amy Rader
Laura Reckford
Shravinta Reddy
Gerald Roan
Janet Totten
Barrett Property Care Services
Sandra Fainman-Silva
Karen & Thomas Tierney
Janet & Noah Totten
Pat Wilson
Margot Critchfield
Vicky Cullen
Margaret Curtis
Tina Deckers
Patricia DiBella
Elizabeth Dill
Betsy & Joseph Doud
Sybil Drummond
Joyce Dywer
Nancy Eldridge
Ms. Carlyn J. Elms
David Epstein
Lisa Emco
Sandra Fainman-Silva
Nancy Pay
Kristine Fisher
Paul Courtney & Carrie Fradkin
Rooster Frick
Carol Glasgow
Terri Good
Stephen and Linda Greyser
Susanne Goodman-Hallstein
Dan Hanagan
Karen & Alexander Heard
Bill & Liz Henry
Shirley S. Hersey
Diane Hofer
Paul Hughes
Murray & MacDonald Insurance Services, Inc
Christina Jacobi
Claudia Smith-Jacobs
Colleen Karsner
Mark Karsner
Susan & Thomas Keleher
Abigail Kelley
Richard Ferreira & Jeanine Laviole
Maureen Lewis
Ida Little
Eileen Logan
Richard & Paul Lombardozzi
Murray & MacDonald Insurance
Eileen Malbrion
Peter & Olga Mitchell
Elizabeth Moakley
Andrea Moore
Robert Morrison
Valerie Murray
Teri Navickas
Peter & Claudia Needham
Nancy Nichols
Katherine Nixon
William & Carol Noble
Margaret Nowak
Maryanne Ouellette
Marge Overholtz
Pamela & Chris Polloni
Kellie Porter
Seth Rainville
Karen Rauss
Johanna Reed
Paige Roth
Maarlyn Rusinski
Constance Ryan
Carolyn Ryczek
Robert Scott
Mary Sholokovitz
Rosalie Snyder
Claudia Smith-Jacobs
Barry Jay Cronin & Carol Stanmore
Paula Thompson
Dan & Sandy Trainor
Maurice Tripanier
Susan Varga
Wendy Vogel
Brooks Watt & Karen King-Watt
Paul Wheeler
Sandra Wiechman
David & Cathy Williamson
Maureen Williamson
Woodruff’s Art Center
Ann & Geoff Woolford
Alison Zaino

GIFTS $99 and under
Karl Alfred
John & Gabrielle Allen
Carol Amairol
Anonymous
Sue Anttila
Tim & Reah Atwater
Mildred Babbiak
Phyllis Baker
Nancy Barnett
Paula Barton
Barry Beder
Annamarie Behring
Carol Bernon
Jonathan Borus
Annie Dean
Michael DeBartolo
James and Deborah Bowen
Carl Bowin
DeEtta Breitwieser
Francine Buck
Marie Buckley
Maggie & Roland Butler
Lynne Carreiro
Chatham Coastal Creations
Claire Clark
Jan Collins
Sue Colozzi
Helenann Dixon
Becky Sue Epstein
Karen Epstein

GRANTS 2020
We thank the following organizations for awarding grants to the Falmouth Art Center in 2020.

Bilezikian Foundation
Cape Cod 5 • Falmouth Cultural Council
Falmouth Fund of the Cape Cod Foundation
Hermann Foundation
Lovell Charitable Foundation
Martha’s Vineyard Bank
Woods Hole Foundation
In Honor of Beth Dill
Carol Glasgow

In Honor of
Carolyn Partan
Harry & Marie Cromwell

In Honor of
Christine Anderson
Judy & Henry Ellis
Merry Smith

In Honor of
Christine Anderson’s Video
Annamarie Behring
Leslie Spencer

In Honor of
Christine Anderson, Beth Dill, Carol Johnson and the Zoom Weavers
Scott Farrow

In Honor of
Claudia Smith-Jacobs
Lisa Erizzo

In Honor of
Doris Epstein
Becky Sue Epstein
Carolyn Partan

In Honor of Karen Rinaldi
Linda Rakowski

In Honor of
Laura Reckford, Bethany Cooper & Ashley Heaton
Betty Jameson

In Honor of Linda Walker
Erika Messmann

In Honor of Tom Keleher
Susan Keleher

In Memory of
Charles V. Fay
Nancy Fay

In Memory of
Dr. Leonard Laster
Stephen and Linda Greyser

In Memory of
Dr. Paul V. Jameson
Mary Ann Gardzina

In Memory of Edith Bruce
Pamela Bliss French

In Memory of
Erika Alvarez
Richard Trafaglia

In Memory of
Jane Holtz
Karla Alfred
Phyllis Baker
Victoria Belloveau
Scott Bobo
Jonathan Borus
David Epstein
Karen & Alexander Heard
Mary Heard
Abigail Kelley
Robert Morrison
Peggy Ann Morrison
Timothy & Ann O’Brien
Elsa & Gerald Ramin
Shravana Reddy
Rosalie Snyder

In Memory of
Linda Mansfield Pointer
Michael DeBartolo
Joyce Fearnside
Ron Pointer

In Memory of
Jean Bell
Ann & Geoff Woolford

In Memory of
Jeanne Remick
Sally Colacico

In Memory of
Penny Taylor
Doc Taylor

In Memory of
Ralph Partan
Benjamin Partan

In Memory of Francis Hersey, MD
John McKinnon

In Memory of
Joan St. Clair Roof
Eryn Bingle
Tina Deckers

In Memory of
Louise Adler
Jonathan Adler & Gabrielle Allen

In Memory of Valerie Lee
Theresa Bilodeau

2020 EXHIBITORS
Pam Abrams-Warnick
Corine Adams
Ellen Adams
Deborah Alavosius
Christine Anderson
Greg Anderson
Mac Andrews
Bobbi Balin
Paula Barton
Walter Basnight
Susan Baur
Phillip Beach
Bob Beardsley
Sue Beardsley
Barry Beder
Valerie Belcher
Judy Belloveau
Steve Benyon
Harvey John Beth
Theresa Bilodeau
Joyce Bock
Gary Boek
James Bowen
Peggy Brawley
Martha Brennan
William Brydon
Alice Buccino
Marie Zandbergs Burns
Joyce Caggiano
Patty Calkins-Martin
Joan Carpenter
Lyne Carreiro
Eileen Casey
Sally Casey
Catherine Cetta
Chesley Chapman
Denis Chasse
Kathryn Chasse
Sandy Checklick
Kelsey Chenoweth
Wendy Christern
Gary Christiansen
Susan Ciampa

Linda Farmer
Scott Farrow
Sandra Faxon
Abby Fay Smith
Emily Ferguson
Frank Ferrino
Rich Ferreira
Joseph Finn
Donna Fitzmaurice
Carol Flax
Don Fleet
Louise Forrest
Penny Foster
Carré Fradkin
Camilla Frager
Lillia Frattin
Mary Lou Giltz
Carol Glasgow
Gordon Glass
Robert Goldsborough
Terrilee Good
Betsy Gore
Arleen P Graham
Edith Green
Mimi Gregory
Susan Gustin
Sam Gutter
Kathleen Hall
Daeg Hamilton
Dan Hanagan
Deborah Handy
Charlotte Harris
Mary Lou Harwood
Ric Haynes
Kate Heald

Continued
Paul Murray
Clarke Morrison
Melissa Morris
Ana Johnson Moore
Lisa Morales
Sue Moore
Andrea Moore
Robert McIntire
Michael G. Mazzotta
Charles Mazzone
Marianna Matthews
Mike Markow
Margo J. Mancinelli
Victor J. Maglio
MacAndrews
San Lyman
Barbara Lunn
Juanita (Miki) Lovett
Paul Lombardozzi
Jennifer Kano
Amy Kaufman
Lois Kaufman
Jon Keenan
Doreen Kelly
Elaine A King
Jean Kirby
Walter Knox
Carol Ann Knox
Nadine Krasnow
Suzanne Kuffer
Andrew Kusmin
Beth Laidlaw
Sheila Lavy
Jeannine LaVoie
Diana Lee
Ruth Leech
Betty Lewandowski
Leslie Lichtenstein
Corinne Lile
Zoe Llewelyn
Muriel L. Henault Locklin
Charlotte Lockwood
Shirley Lombardozzi
Paul Lombardozzi
Steven Long
Juanita (Miki) Lovett
Barbara Lunn
San Lyman
MacAndrews
Joanna Madloch
Victor J. Maglio
Margo J. Mancinelli
John Mara
Mary Markow
Mike Markow
Deb Martin
Jory Mason
Marianna Matthews
Charles Mazzone
Michael G. Mazzotta
Shelly McDermott
Perelandra McDonnell
Robert McIntire
David Michaelson
Patrice Morgan
Anna Johnson Moore
Andrea Moore
Sue Moore
Mary Moquin
Lisa Morales
Ana Johnson Moore
Melissa Morris
Clarke Morrison
Peter Morrison
Tom Morton
Paul Murray
Valerie Murray
James Musto
Teri Navickas
Richard Neal
Mary Nickerson
Bill Noble
Tom Noonan
Edward Norton
Margaret Fair Nowak
Malee Nuesse
Donna Oglesby
Robert Olshansky
Jan Orfe
Hillary Osborn
Kathy Osoi
Margaret Rotholtz
Suzanne Packer
Marlyn A. Pageau
Bruce Panoc
Ginny Pappalardo
Jane Parhiala
Peter Partridge
Richard Pawlak
Cherie Perdikis
Jay Phyfer
Jane Picard
Karen M. Pinard
Majorie Quill
Amy Rader
Seth Rainville
Carole Raymond
Johanna Reed
Jackie Reeves
Amy Rice
Peggy Reid
Carl Richards
Judith Richardson
Philip Richardson
Beth Rockwell
David Rogers
Marilyn Rowland
Lisa Jo Rudy
Ruth Leech
Robert Ryder
Holly Saint Angelo
Roberta Sanford
Vittoria Colonna Sault
Karen Scata
Deborah Scavotto
Calia Jean Schaeffer
Diane Scotti
Robert Scott
Pauline Seiger Egelson
Marie Shanahan
Polina Shapiro
Kim Sherin
Mary Shiff
Andrew Shiff
Zachary Shiff
Penny Shuman
Susan Sigel
Heck Sigurd
Susan Simon
Judy Singer
Merry Smith
Claudia Smith-Jacobs
Leslie Spencer
Marie St. Hilaire
Liz St. Pierre
Lisa Stanton
Sherri Starr
Eve W Stoddard
Paula Stoner
Susan Elizabeth Clark
Ana Suslava Zolkos
Dorene Sykes
Jim Tansey
Kathleen Taylor
Anne Tcherepnin
Bob Templeton
Micki Tor
Richard Tranflaga
Steven Treisman
Jean Tucker
Beverly Tyser
Joan Valle
Cathy van der Bil
Nick Vardack
Susan Varga
Shiv Verma
Thalia Verinos
Wendy Vogel
David Wachtel
Nancy Walbek
Linda Walker
Annemarie Wall
Marie Walsh
Sue Walsh Stoddard
Nancy Warren
Gloria Warren
Michael Washburn
Debbie Watson
Nancy S.Weinstein
Christine Weissiger
Kathleen White
Cathy Williamson
David E Williamson
Mitt Williamson
Laurel Wilson
Ann Worthington
Ann Wright
Stephanie York
Denise Zompa
Youth Art Shows
Rachele Andrade
Isabelle Ashton
Gio Borgese
Caitlin Bourgoin
Zaria Cain-Williams
Andrew Carette
Oona Carroll
Abigail Chorches
Sophia Cifone
Joey Colenro
Olivia De Punte
Ethan DeLory
Stone DeVelin
Magnolia DiAngelis
Kathleen Dolan
Logan Drew
Nate Drury
Riley Duarte
Juliana Dvorak
Anna Falcone
Jaylynn Fernandez
Taelynn Freeman
Molly Gedney
Madison Genest
Alyanna Gofiggan
Spencer Goldsmith
Cassidy Gumlow
Lily Hauptmann
Sophia Kasparian
Masha Krag
Maria Krag
Isabel Kubic
Kaylee Kuehne
Timmy Lang
Samatha Leboeuf
Kevin Lyons
Jonathan MacNevin
Kate Mahoney
Katelyn Mahoney
Brody McLean
Karlee Meissner
Navaeha Melton
Eloise Mills
Jaden Miranda
Jonathan Moloza
Abigail Moloney
Abigail Mulligan
Emma Munroe
Shu-Tong Murray
Ava Norris
Josephine Oberton
Hope Oliveira
Clara O'Malley
Drea Perez
Leah Pickering
Lexi Pina
Gabriela Polakovic
Emily Reyenger
Erin Reyenger
Kyle Roderick
Tierney Roggoliani
Abbie Roman
Melanie Rosenblatt
Maddie Sabens
Seth & Lois Sabl
Noah Schmidt
Calista Shank
Kevin Shea
Helen Sievert
Ariana Simonelli
Sarah Sliesinger
Sophia Steele
Henry Toran-Sandlin
Alison Underhill
Vanessa Van Mooy
Briania Waggett
Kyleigh Waggett
William Waite
Wylie Wakefield
2020 MEMBERS
* Volunteers
Benefactor Memberships
Michael & Angela Distasi
Jane Holtz
Richard McElvein
Forrest Pirowaro
Karen & Thomas Tierney
Peg Wilson
Supporter Memberships
Melissa Hofer
Holly Hudson
Colleen Karsner
Mark Karsner
Patricia & Brian Keck
Walter & Carol Knox
Robert McIntire
Susan & Bill Patterson
Karen Rauss
Constance Ryan
Dorene Sykes
Dr. Brooks Watt
Mrs. Karen King-Watt
David E.
Cathy E. Williamson
Alison Zaino
Contributor Memberships
Ellen & Matt Adams
Paula Barton
Barry Beder
Patricia Calkins-Martin
& Dennis Martin
Kirl & Judith Coonley
Barbara Gafton
Thomas & Barbara Geagan
Mary Lou Giltitz
Amie Gula
Dan Hanagan
Betty Jameson
Thomas & Susan Keleher
Janis Orfe
Thomas Peterson
Joan Thompson
Patricia B.
Raymond T. Warren
Mitt & Susan Williamson
Melissa & Chuck Woringer
Individual and Family Memberships
Lysbeth Abrams
Robin Ackroyd
Jessica Adams
Martha Adams
Louise Adler
Margaret Adlum
Kathryn Alsenberg
Mark & Cindy Albers
Carol & Ted Amaral
Beverly & David S. Ament
Louis Anastasia
Christine Anderson
& Jay Phyfer
Gary & Caroline Anderson
Steven Babitsky
Bobbi Ballin
Dale Baker
Betty Baker
Maxwell Bales
Nancy Barnett
Patricia Barret
Lee Barrington
Tyler Barron
Mary Barry
Jaci Barton
Walter Basnigt
Alice Batchelor
Jeff & Sheila Bauer
Susan Baur
Susan & Robert Beardsley
Gisa Belanger
Valerie Belcher
Judith Belliveau
Mary Booth
Dixon Bergman
Rita Bernier
Carol Bernon
Harvey John Beth
Kim Bianchini
Wendy Bigelow
Manor Bilian
Theresel Bilodeau
Alison Blazis
Jen Blessco
Janet Totten & Cathleen Blumberg
Gary Boeck
Maryann Bolsover
Maurice Bosse
James Bowen
Peggy Brawley
Terry Breidenbach
Martha Brennan
Jennifer Briggs
Martha Brill
P.6
OUR HISTORY
The Falmouth Artists Guild was established in 1966 when a small group of Falmouth painters gathered and began informal art classes. They soon realized that working in a group improved their love of art and their artistic skills. Since their formation, the Guild has grown in ways the founders never could have imagined, and today we are the Falmouth Art Center, a 501c3 tax-exempt, non-profit organization with more than 800 members and a full roster of classes, workshops, exhibits, and art activities offered on a year-round basis.

IN MEMORIAM: MEMBERS DECEASED IN 2020:
Sylvia Brodsky
Howard Dunn
Doug Greetham
Jane Holtz
Leonard Laster
Louise Luckenbill
Susan Pennington
Joan St. Clair Roof
Lee A. Vincent

ADDITIONAL VOLUNTEERS:
Lisa Asendorf
Carly Bardelis
Denise Barnhart
Hannah Birmingham
Cate Charette
Troy Clarkson
Sam Collins
Isabella Correia
Nigel & Michele Heaton
Alanna Hughen
Jan Hull
Melanie Jablecki
Natalie Kanellopoulos
Eileen Malinson
Ciara O'Malley
Seyanai Mawusi
Neveaeh Melton
Robin Miller
Jaden Miranda
Paul Micskovsky
Angel Distasi
Patrice Mogan
Rob Goldsborough
Peter Morrison
Bill Noble
Jan Orfe
Ella Ostrow
Jane Panhila
Karen Pickett
Erin Reyenger
Emily Reyenger
Sophia Steele
Miranda Van Mooy
Kyleigh Waggett
Briana Waggett
Ann Walsh
Lili Zac

Denise Ptaszynski
Hope Power
Judith Pooley
Pamela Polloni
Margaret Pratt
Orjalee Scott & Andre Price
David Ptaszynski
Elizabeth Puccio
Sharon Rose Quegan
Marjorie Quill
Lee Quincy
Carol Radford
Seth Rainville
Anju Rajani
Kathleen Rausch
Jennifer Ray
Michele Ray
Maxene Raymond
Carole Raymond
Brenda Reardon
Laura Reckford
David Reckford
Betsy Kyle & Robert Reece
Johanna Reed
Jennifer & Sean Reilly
Claudine Reilly
Eliza Renz
Susan Rhodes
Cary & Patricia Rhetson
Adam Rhude
Abby Ribbons
Henry & Mary Lou Ricci
Amy Rice
Peggy Richard
Toni Jo Richards
Carl Richards
Phil & Judith Richardson
Julie Richer
Alison Robb
Beth Rockwell
Emma Rogalewski
Jan Rogers
David Rogers
Victoria Rome
Candice Ronesi
Cynthia Rose
Marika Roth
Marilyn Rowland
Ted & Priscilla Ruegg
Nancy Rumplik
Marilwyn Rusinski
Carolyn Ryczek
Kathy Ryman
Carol Sacker
Linda Saker
Roberta & Paul Sanford
Nancy Martini & Steve Sattin
Nancy Sawyer
Jessica Scargourh
Karen Scata
Calla Jean Schaefer
Dale Schimmel
Anne Schmalz
Ed Schulman
Sally Schuster
Sara Scobnick
Diane Scott
Robert Scutt
Hannah Seaman
Sandra Sedell
Delia Sedlock
Jan Collins Selman
Nancy Shadyac
Marie Shanahan
Polina Shapiro
Mardelle Shepley
Laurie Sherren
Amy Sherwood
Mary Shif
Mary & Edward Sholkovitz
Patricia Shoyinka
Penny Shuman
Susan Simon
Diane Singer
Wendy Slate
Marianne Small
Maryann Smith
Merry Smith
Kali Smith
Claudia Smith-Jacobs
Jean-Francois Formella & Rachel Soner
Kathi Sommers
Frances Spadafora
Janice Sparda
Leslie Spencer
Marie St. Hilaire
Barry Jay Cronin & Carol Stanmore
Lisa Stanton
Sherrr Starr
Martha M. Stasey
Alexander Stein
Beverly Stephenson
Ann Stern
Eve Stodderd
Paula Stone
Jean Stone
Gordon & Lori Sullivan
Stella Sutela
Michelle Sylvia
James Symonds
Erica Szuplat & Ben Allsup
Gary Tabor
James Tansey
Kathleen C. Taylor
Mary Taylor
Anne Tcherepnin
Robert Templeton
Muriel Thomas
Bonnie Thomas
Paula Thompson
Pat Thrasher
Muriel Tice
Beverly Tilden
Kathy Trimmins
Stephen & Anne-Elizabeth Tom
Bruce Torrey
Alberto Tosselli
Dan & Sandy Trinar
Richard Tranfaglia
Carole Treen
Steve Treisman
Elizabeth Trimbach
Michael & Jennifer Trzepacz
Jean Murphy Tucker
Kathleen Tursley
Beverly Tyrie
Deborah Tyrie
Joan Vallee
Catherine van der Biel
Nicholas Vardack
Susan Varga
Nicolle Vecchiotti
Cynthia Vengroff
Thalia Verros

Members Continued
Jo Ann Muramoto
Jane Murphy
Paul Murray
Valerie Murray
Annamarie Behring & Jason Musacchia
James & Mary Musto
Kim Narlee
Teri Navickas
Phillip Neal
Claudia Needham
Suzanne Nelson
Linda Nelson
Pat Nemeth
Mary Nickerson
Nick Nickerson
Deirdre Nicoll
Katharine Nixon
Bill Noble
Maureen Nolan
Ed Norton
Stephen Nourse
Connie & Tom Novitsky
Margaret Nowak
Malee Nuesse
Annie Oberteuffer
Susan O'Brien
Maureen O'Connell
Diane O'Connell
Anne O'Connor
Rebecca O'Donnell
Donna Oglesby
Roberta Oka
Pamela & Robert Olsen
Robert Olsiansky
Brenda & Charles Olson
Valerie Oppenheim
Mary Orr
Kathy Osoi
Elizabeth O'Sullivan
Marge & Bill Overholtz
Busra Duygu Ozoplat
Suzanne Packer
Marilyn Pageau
Christie Paige
Laure Paillé
Marlene Pinsky Phansy
Bruce Panock
Ginny Pappalardo
William Pardis
Jane Parhila
Lois Parker
Gretchen & Peter Partridge
Joanne Patukonis
Richard Pawlak
Nancy Howe Payne
Leo-Paul Pelletier
Cherie Perdikis
Ginnie & Maya Peterson
Cathy Peterson
Michael Petrizzo
Carole Pettit
Janet Picard
Robert Piccolo
Karen & Richard Pickett
Elizabeth St. Pierre
Robin Pierson
Marjorie Piken
Rhonda Pimentsel
Karen Pinard
Linda Peterson Pollen
Pamela Polloni
Judith Pooley
Hope Power
Margaret Pratt
Orjalee Scott & Andre Price
David Ptaszynski

Denise Zompa
Karen Zimmerman
Judy Zehentner
Anita Hodges-Zand
Gloria Zakon
Amber York
Sharon Young
Gloria Zakon
Anita Hodges-Zand
Judy Zehentner
Karen Zimmerman
Anya Suslova Zoltov
Denise Zompa